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Office of the Secretary of State
March Fong Eu

1230 J Street
Sacramento, Californilt 95814

Elections Division
(916) 445-0820

January 18, 1984

TO ALL REGISTRARS OF VOTERS, OR COUNTY CLERKS, AND PROPONENT
Pursuant to Section 3513 of the Elections Code, we transmit herewith a copy
of the Title and Summary prepared by the Attorney General on a proposed
Initiative Measure entitled:
STATE LOTTERY.
INITIA TIVE CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT AND STATUTES.
Circula ting and Filing Schedule
1. Minimum number of signatures required •.••.•••..••••..... , . 630,136
Cal. Const., Art. II, Sec. 8(b).
2. Official Summary Date ..•• , .....
Elec. C., Sec. 3513.

Wednesday, 1/18/84

3. Petition Sections:
a. First day Proponent can circulate Sections for signatures •. Wednesday, 1/18/84
Elec. C., Sec. 3513.
b. Last day Proponent can circulate and file with the county.
All Sections are to be filed at the same time within each
county . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . " ....... . Monday, 6/18/84*+
Elec. C., Sees. 3513, 3520(a).
c. Last day for county to determine total number of signatures
affixed to petition and to transmit total to the Secretary of
State . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Monday, 6/25/84
(If the Proponent files the petition with the county on a date prior to 6/18/84,
the county has five working days from the filing of the petition to determine
the total number of signatures affixed to the petition and to transmit the
total to the Secretary of State.) Elec. C., Sec. 3520(b).

*

Date adjusted for official deadline which falls on Saturday. Elec. C., Sec. 60.

+

PLEASE NOTE: To the Proponent who may wish to qualify for the 1984
General Election. The law allows up to approximately 58 days to county
election officials for checking and reporting petition signatures and transmitting results. The law also requires that this process be completed 131
days before the election in which the people will vote on the initiative.
It is possible that the county may not need precisely 58 days. But if you
want to be sure that this initiative qualifies for the 1984 General Election,
you should file this petition with the county before May 1, 1984.
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d. Secretary of State determines whether the total
number of signatures filed with all county clerks
meets the minimum number of required signatures,
and notifies the counties•••.•••••...•••.••••••••• Wednesday, 6/27/84**
e. Last day for county to determine total number of
qualified voters who signed the petition, and to
transmit certificate with a blank copy of the
petition to the Secretary of State •••••..•.••••••••• Thursday, 7/12/84
(If the Secretary of State notifies the county to

determine the number of qualified voters who
signed the petition on a date other than 6/25/84,
the last day is not later than the fifteenth day
after county's receipt of notification.)
Elec. C., Sec. 3520(d), (e).
f. If the signature count is more than 693,149 or
less than 567,123, then the Secretary of State
certifies the petition has qualified or failed,
and notifies the counties. If the signature count
is between 567,123 and 693,149 inclusive, then
the Secretary of State notifies the counties
using the random sampling technique to determine the validity of all signatures •••••••••••••••••• Saturday, 7/14/84**
g. Last day for county to determine actual number
of all qualified voters who signed the petition,
and to transmit certificate with a blank copy of
the petition to the Secretary of State •••••••••••.••• Monday, 8/13/84
(If the Secretary of State notifies the county to
determine the number of qualified voters who
have signed the petition on a date other than
7/12/84, the last day is not later than the
thirtieth day after county's receipt of
notification.)
Elec. C., Sec. 352l(b), (c).

h. Secretary of State certifies whether the petition
has been signed by the number of qualified voters
required to declare the petition sufficient•••••••••..• Wednesday, 8/15/84**

**Date varies based on receipt of county certification.
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4. Campaign Statements:
Last day for the Proponent to file a Campaign
Statement of Receipts and Expenditures for period
ending 7/16/84•••.•.........••••••......•••• Monday, 7/23/84
(If the Secretary of State finds that the measure has
either qualified or failed to qualify on a date earlier
than 6/18/84, the last date to file is the 35th calendar
day after the deadline for filing petitions or the date of
notification by the Secretary of State that the measure
has either qualified or failed to qualify, whichever is
earlier. The closing date for the campaign statement
is seven days prior to the filing deadline.)
Gov. C., Sees. 84200(d), 84202(j).
5. The Proponent of the above named measure is:
Barry Fadem
1770 Poplar Avenue
Walnut Creek, CA 94595
(415) 362-1940
Sincerely,

/~~~r/--"~DEBORAH SEILER

Jl -.

Assistant to the Secretary of State
Elections and Political Reform

NOTE TO PROPONENT: Your attention is directed to Elections Code
Sections 41, 44, 3501, 3507, 3508, 3516, 3517, and 3519 for appropriate
format and type considerations in printing, typing, and otherwise preparing
your initiative petition for circulation and signatures. Your attention is
further directed to the campaign disclosure requirements of the Political
Reform Act of 1974, Government Code Section 81000 et seq.

(.

JOHN K. V AN DE KAMP

Attorney General

) 1"'. "

~ . ;".1

.......

.

State of California

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
1515 K STREET, SLUE 511
SACRAMENTO 95814
(916) 445-9555

January 18, 1984

F I LED

In . . . . . . of the &.cretalY of ....
01 . . Slate .. CaI...nIa

Honorable March Fong Eu
Secretary of State
1230 J Street
Sacramento, California 95814
Dear Mrs. Eu:
Re:

JAN 181984

~-

Initiative Title and Summary.
Our File No. SA83RF0038

Pursuant to the provisions of section 3503 and 3513 of the
Elections code, you are hereby notified that on this day we
mailed to the proponent(s) of the above identified proposed
initiative our title and .~um~ary.
Enclosed is a copy of our transmittal letter to the
proponent(s), a copy of our title and summary, a declaration
of mailing thereof, and a copy of the proposed measure.
According to information available in our records, the
name(s) and addressees) of the proponent(s) is as stated on
the declaration of mailing.
Very truly yours,
JOHN K. VAN DE KAMP
Attorney General

~/~Uo~

Robert Burton
Deputy Attorney General

Enclosure

(RF-10, 6/83)

",
,/)'1·.~
r~
~
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,

Date: January 18, 1984
File No.: SA83RF0038
The Attorney Gen~ral of California has prepared the
following title and summary of the chief purpose and points
of the proposed measure:
STATE LOTTERY.
STATUTES.

INITIATIVE CONSTITUTIONAL M1ENDHEHT AND

Amends constitution to authorize establishment

of a state lottery and to prohibit casinos.

Adds statutes

providing for establishment of a state-operated lottery.
Of the total lottery revenues, requires that 50% be returned
as prizes, not more than 16% be used for expenses, and at
least 34% be used for public education.

Requires that

equal amounts of the funds for education be distributed to
kindergarten through 12 dis,tricts. community college districts,
State University and Colleges, and University of California.
Contains a number of specific provisions concerning the
operation and administration of lotteries and funds.

SUTIlmary

of estimate by Legislative Analyst and Director of Finance
of fiscal impact on state and local governments:

Adoption

of this measure could result in a major increase in revenues
for public education during its first year of operation.
When the

lotte~y

is fully operational, these revenue increases

for public education could range
million annually.

CRF-6)

fro~

$375 million to $500

Barry Fadem
1770 Poplar Avenue
Walnut Creek, CA 94595

December 8, 1983

Honorable John Van de Kamp
Attorney General of California
555 Capitol Mall, Suite 550
Sacramento, California 95814
Attention:

Mr. Robert Burton
Deputy Attorney General

Dear Bob:
Pursuant to our telephone conversation of
today, enclosed please find a revised copy of the
proposed California State Lottery. Several technical
and non-substantive amendments have been made in the
proposed initiative.
To avoid any confusion from earlier drafts
circulating, I would greatly appreciate it if you
would return to me the original copy submitted to your
office yesterday.
I have enclosed a self-addressed
stamped envelope for that purpose.
Thank you for your consideration in this
matter.
If there is any further information I can provide,
please do not hesitate to contact me.
Sincerely,

\. _
' Q~'n-'\
\---'~. 6J~J'- >\- I-r--.
Barry Fadem
BF:ddl
Enclosures
cc:

Richard B. Maness
(w/enclosures)

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA DO F.NACT AS FOLLOWS:

SEC. 1.

This amendment shall be known as "The

California State Lottery Act of 1984."

SEC. 2.

The Constitution of the state is amended by

amending Section 19 of Article IV therp.of, as follows:

SEC. 19

(a)

The Legislature has no power

to authorize lotteries and shall prohibit the sale
of lottery tickets in the State.
(b)

The Legislaturp. may provide

for the regulation of horsp. races and horse race
meetings and wagering on the results.
(c)
(a) the

Legi~lature

Notwithstanding subdivision
by statute may authorize

cities and counties to provide for bingo games,
but only for charitable purposes.
(d)

Notwithstanding subdivision

(a), there is authorized the establishment of a
California State Lottery.
(e)

The Legislature has no power

to authorize, and shall prohibit casinos of the
type currently operating in Nevada and New Jersey.

SEC. 3.

Chapter 12.5 of Division 1 of Title 2 is

added to the Government Code, to read:

ARTICLE 1
General Provisions and Definitions
§ 8880

Citation of Chapter

This Chapter shall be known and mav he cited as the
California State Lottery Act of 1984.

§

8880.1

Purpose and Intent

The People of the State of California declare that the
purpose of this Act is support for preservation of the riqhts,
liberties and welfare of the people by providing additional
monies to benefit education without the imposition of additional
or increased taxes.
The People of the State of California further neclare
that it is their intent that the net revenues of the California
State Lottery shall not be used as substitute funds but rather
shall supplement the total amount of money allocated for public
education in California.

§

8880.2

Activities Not Affected

Except for the state-operated lottery established bv
this Chapter, nothing in this Chapter shall he construed to
repeal or modify existing State law with rAspect to the prohibition of casino gamblinq, punch boards, slot machines, doq racing,
video poker or black;ack machines paving prizes, or any other
forms of gambling.

-?-

§

8880.3

Prohibition on

USP.

of State Funds

No appropriations, loans, or other transfer of State
funds shall be made to the California State Lottery Commission
except for a temporary line of credit for initial start-up costs
nS provided in this Act.

~

8880.4

Allocation of Rp.venues

Not less than 84% of the total annual revenues from thp.
sale of state lottery tickets or shares shall be returned to the
public in the form of prizes and net revenup.s to benefit public
education.

50% of the total annual revp.nues shall be returned to

the public in the form of prizes as described in this Chapter and
at least 34% shall be allocated to the benefit of public education as specified in § 8880.5.

In addition, all unclaimed prize

money shall revert to the benefit of public education as provided
for in

§

8880.32(e).

No more than 16% of the total annual

revenues shall be allocated for payment of expenses of the
Lottery as described in this Chapter.

To the extent that ex-

penses of the Lottery are lp.ss than 16% of the total annual
revenues, any surplus funds shall also be allocated to the
benefit of public education as specified in § 8880.5.

§

8880.5

Allocations for Education

The California State Lottery Education Fund is created
within the State Treasury, and is continuously appropriated for
carryinq out the purposes of this Chapter.

The State Controller

shall draw warrants on this fund and distribute them periodically

-3-

in the following manner, provided that the payments specified in
subsections (a),
(a)

(b),

(cl, and (d) shall be equal amounts:

Payments shall be made directly to public school

districts serving grades kingergarten through 12, or any part
thereof, on the basis of an equal amount for each unit of average
daily attendance, as defined by law.
(b)

Payments shall also be made directly to public

school districts servinq community colleqes, on the basis of an
equal amount for each unit of average daily attendance, as
defined by law.
(c)

Payments shall also be made

directl~

to the Board

of Trustees of the California State University and Colleqes on
the basis of an amount for each unit of equivalent full-time
enrollment.
(d)

Payments shall also be made directly to the

Regents of the University of California on the basis of an amount
for each unit of equivalent full-time enrollment.
It is the intent of this Chapter that all funds allocated from the California State Lotterv Education Fund shall be
used exclusively for the education of pupils and students and no
funds shall be spent for acquisition of real property,
construction of facilities, financing of research or any other
non-instructional purpose.

§

8880.6

Other StatutorY Provisions

-4-

It is specifically found that Penal Code Sections 320,
321, 322, 323, 324, 325, 326, and 328 shall not apply to the
California State Lotterv or its operations.

§

8880.7

Governing Definitions

The definitions contained in this Chapter shall govern
the construction of this Chapter unless the context requires
otherwise.

§ 8880.8

"Lotterv" or "California State Lotterv"

"Lottery" or "California State Lottery" means the
California State Lottery created and operated pursuant to this
Chapter.

§

8880.9

"Commissioner"

"Commissioner" means one of the members of the Lottery
Commission appointed by the Governor pursuant to this Chapter to
oversee the California State Lottery.

§

8880.10

"Director"

"Director"
rn~ans

the Director of the California State

Lottery appointed by the Governor pursuant to this Chapter as the
chief administrator of the California State Lottery.

§

8880.11

"Lotterv Commission" or "Commission"

-5-

"Lottery Commission" or "CoI!l.mission" means the five
members appointed by the Governor pursuant to this Chapter to
oversee the Lottery and the Director.

§

8880.12

"Lotterv Game"

"Lottery Game" means any procedure authorized by the
Commission whereby prizes are distributed among persons who have
paid, or unconditionally agreed to pay, for tickets or shares
which provide the opportunity to win such prizes.

§

8880.13

"Lottery Game Retailer"

"Lottery Game Retailer" means a person with whom the
Lottery Commission may contract for the purpose of selling
tickets or

~hares

§

in lottery games to the public.

8880.14

"Lottery Contractor"

"Lottery Contractor" means a person

\"li th

whom the

Lottery has contracted for the purpose of providing goods and
services required by the Lottery.

ARTICLE 2
California State Lottery Commission
§ 8880.15

Creation of Commission

The California State Lottery Commission is hereby
created in state government.
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§

(a)

8880.16

Membership: Appointmp.nt: Vacancies:
Political Affiliation; Removal

The Commission shall consist of five membp.rs

appointed by the Governor with the advice and consent of the
Senate.
(b)

The members shall be appointed for terms of fivp.

years, except of those who are first appointed, one member shall
bp. appointed for a tp.rm of two years, one member shall be
appointed for a term of three years, one membp.r shall be appointed for a term of four years, and two member shall be appointed
for a term of five years
(c)

All initial appointments shall be made within 30

days of the -effective date of this Chapter.
(d)

Vacancies shall be filled within 30 davs by the

Govp.rnor, subject to the advice and consent of the Senate, for
the unexpired portion of the term in which they occur.
(e)

No more than three members of the Commission shall

be members of the same political party.
(f)

The

GO~Ternor

may remove any Commissioner upon

notification to the Commission and the Secretary of State.

§

8880.17

Qualifications of Commissioners

At least one of the Commissioners shall have a minimum
of five years experience in law enforcement, and at least one of
the Commissioners shall be a certified public accountant.

§

8880.18

Compensation and Expenses
-7-

Commissioners shall be compensated at the rate of one
hundred dollars

(S100) for each day they are engaged in Commis-

sion business.

Commission members shall be reimbursed for actual

expenses incurred on Commission business, including necessary
travel expenses as determined by the State Board of Control.

§

8880.19

Annual Selection of Chairman

The Commission shall select annually from its membership a Chairman.

The Chairman shall have the power to convene

special meetings of the Commission upon forty-eight hours written
notice to members of the Commission.

§ 8880.20

Meetings

Meetings of the Commission shall be open and public in
accordance with the Bagley-Keene Open Meeting Act, commencing
with Section 11120 of Chapter 1 of Part 1 of Division of this
title.
§

8880.21

Quorum; Voting

A quorum shall consist of a majority of the members of
the Commission then in office.

All decisions of the Commission

shall be made by a majority vote of the Commissioners present,
providing a quorum is present.
§

8880.22

Reports

The Commission shall make

quarterl~'

reports of the

operation of the Lottery to the Governor, Attorney General, State
Controller, State Treasurer, and the Legislature.

Such reports

shall include a full and complete statement of Lottery revenues,
-R-

prize disbursements, expenses, net revenues, and all other
financial transactions involving Lottery funds.

§

8880.23

Appointment of Director; Removal

The Governor, with

th~

advice and consent of the

Senate, shall appoint a Director within thirty days of the
effective day of this Chapter.

The Governor may remove the

Director upon notification to the Commission and the Secretary of
State.

The Director shall be responsible for managing the

affairs of the Commission.

The Director shall be qualified by

training and experience to direct the operations of a stateoperated lottery.

ARTICLE 3
Powers and Duties of the Commission
§

8880.24

Powers and Duties of the Commission

The Commission shall exercise all powers necessary to
effectuate the purposes of this Chapter.

In all decisions, the

Commission shall take into account the particularly sensitive
nature of the California State Lottery and shall act to promote
and ensure integrity, security, honesty, ano fairness in the
operation and administration of the Lottery.

~

8880.25

Initiation and Operation of the Lottery

The Commission shall initiate operation of the Lottery
on a continuous basis at the earliest feasible and practical
-9-

time.

Public sales of tickets or shares shall begin no later

than 135 days after the effective date of this Chapter.

The

Lottery shall be initiated and operated so as to pronuce the
maximum amount of net revenues to benefit the public purpose
described in this Chapter.

S 8880.26

Exemption from Review bv the Office of
Administrative Law

The provisions of Chapter 3.5 of Part 1 of Division 3
of Title 2 of the Government Code shall not be applicable to any
rule or regulation promulgated by the Commission in accordance
with the provisions of this Chapter.

§

8880.27

Meetings with the nirector

The Commission shall meet with the Director not less
than once each quarter to make recommendations ann set policy, to
approve or reject reports of the Director and transact such other
business that may be properly brought before it.

§

8880.28

Limitations on Tvpes of Lottery Games

The Commission shall promulgate rules and regulations
specifying the types of Lottery Garnes to be conducted by the
Lottery, provided:

(a)

No Lottery Game may use the theme of bingo,

roulette, dice, baccarat, blackjack, Lucky 7's, draw poker, slot
machines, dog racing, or horse racing.
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(b)

In Lottery Games utilizing tickets,

~ach

ticket in

such games shall bear a unique number distinguishing it from
every other ticket in such game; and no name of an elected
official shall appear on such tickets.
(c)

In games utilizing computer terminals or other

devices, no coins or currency shall be dispensed to plavers from
such computer terminals or devices.

§

8880.29

Number and Value of Prizes

The Commission shall promulgate rules and regulations
which specify the number and value of prizes for winning tickets
or shares in each Lottery Game including, without limitation,
cash prizes r merchandise prizes, prizes consisting of deferred
payments or annuities, and prizes of tickets or shares in the
same Lottery Game or other games conducted by the Lottery,
provided:

(a)

In Lottery Games utilizing

tick~ts,

the overall

estimated odds of winning some prize or some cash prize as
appropriate for such Lottery Game shall be printed on each
ticket.
(b)

A detailed tabulation of the estimated number of

prizes of each particular prize denomination that are expected to
be awarded in each Lottery Game, or the estimated odds of winning
such prizes, shall be available at each location at which tickets
or shares in such Lottery Garnes are offered for sale to the
public.
-11-

§

8880.30

Method for Determining Winners

The Commission shall promulgate rules and regulations
which specify the method for determining winners in each Lottery
Game, provided:

(a)

No Lottery Game shall be based on the results of a

horse race.
(b)

If a Lottery Game utilizes a drawing of winning

numbers, a drawing among entries, or a drawing among finalists,
such drawings shall always be open to the pUblic; such drawings
shall not be conducted by any employee of the Lottery; such
drawings shall be witnessed by an independent certified public
accountant; -any equipment used in such drawings must be inspected
by the independent certified public accountant and an employee of
the Lottery both before and after such drawings; and such
drawings and such inspections shall be recorded on both video and
audio tape.
(c)

It is the intent of this Cha.pter that the Commis-

sion may use any of a variety of existing or future methods or
technologies in determining winners.

§

8880.31

Sale Price of Tickets and Shares

The Commission shall promulgate rules and regulations
specifying the retail sales price for each ticket or share for
each Lottery Game, provided:

-12-

(a)

No ticket or share shall be sold for more than the

retRil sales price established by the Commission.
(b)

The retail price of each ticket or share in anv

Lottery Game conducted by the Lottery shall be at least one
dollar, except to the extent of any discounts authorized bv the
Commission.

§ 8880.32

Validation and Pavment of Prizes

The Commission shall promulgate rules and requlations
to establish a system of verifyinq the

~Talidity

of

prize~

and to

effect payment of such prizes, provided:

(a)

For convenience of the public, Lotterv Game

Retailers may be authorized by the Commission to pay winners of
up 'to $600 after performing validation procedures on their
premises appropriate to the Lottery Game involved.
(b)

No prize may be paid arising from tickets or

shares that are stolen, counterfeit, altered, fraudulent,
unissued, produced or issued in error, unreadable, not received
or not recorded by the Lottery by applicable deadlines, lacking
in captions that confirm and agree with the lottery play symbols
required by the Lottery Game involved, or not in compliance with
such additional specific rules and regulations and confidential
validation and security tests appropriate to the particular
Lottery Game.
(c)

No particular prize in any Lottery Game may be

paid more than once, and in the event of a binding determination

-13-

that more than one claimant is entitled to a particular prize,
the sole remedy of such claimants is the award to each of them of
an equal share in the prize.
(d)

The Commission may specify that winners of less

than $25 claim such prizes from either the same Lottery Game
Retailer from whom it was purchased or from the Lotterv itself.
(el

Players shall have the right to claim prize money

for 180 days after the drawing or the end of the lottery game or
play in which the prize was won.

The Commission may define

shorter time periods for eligibility for participation in, and
entry into, drawings involving entries or finalists.

If a valid

claim is not made for a prize directly payable by the Lottery
Commission within the period

applicable for that prize, the

unclaimed prize money shall revert to the benefit of the public
purpose described in this Chapter.
(f)

After the expiration of the claim period for

prizes for each Lotterv Game, the Commission shall make available
a detailed tabulation of the total number of tickets or shares
actually sold in a Lotttery Game and the total numher of prizes
of each prize denomination that were actually claimed and paid
directly by the Lottery Commission.
(g)

The right of any person to a prize shall not be

assignable, except that payment of any prize may be paid to the
estate of a deceased prize winner or to a person designated
pursuant to an appropriate judicial order.

The Director, Commis-

sion, and State shall he nischarqed of all further liability upon
such payment of a prize pursuant to this subsection.

-14-

(h)

A ticket or share shall not be purchased by, and a

prize shall not be paid to, a member of the Commission or to any
officer or employee of the Commission or to any spouse, child,
brother, sister, or parent of such person.
(i)

No prize shall be paid to any person under the age

of 18.

§

8880.33

Distribution of Tickets and Shares

The Commission shall promulgate rules and regulations
specifying the manner of distribution, dissemination or sales of
lottery tickets or shares to Lottery Game Retailers or directly
to the public, and the incentives, if any, for Lottery employees,
if any, engaged in such distribution activities.
ARTICLE 4
Powers and Duties of the Director
§

8880.34

Salary

The Director shall be compensated at the rate as
provided for in Government Code § 11550.5.

The Director shall

devote his entire time and attention to the duties of his office
and shall not be engaged in any other profession or occupation.

§

8880.35

Duties, Powers, and Jurisdiction

The Director shall, subject to the approval of the
Commission, perform all duties, exercise all powers and jurisdiction, assume and discharge all responsibilities, and carry out
and effect all purposes of this Chapter.
-15-

The Director shall act

as Secretary of the Commission and Executive Officp.r of the
Lottery.

The Director shall supervise and administer the

operation of the Lottery in accordance with this Chapter and the
rules and regulations promulgated by the Commission.

In all

decisions, the Dirp.ctor shall take into account the particularly
sensitive nature of the California State Lottery and shall act to
promote and ensure integrity, security, honesty, and fairness of
the operation and administration of the Lottery.

§

8880.36

Power to Hire

The Director shall hire, pursuant to the approval of
the Commission, such professional, clerical, technical and
administrative personnel as may be necessary to carry out the
provisions of this Chapter.

§

8880.37

Deputy Directors

For the purpose of fulfilling his responsibilities, the
Director may appoint and prescribe the duties of no more than
four deputy directors as he deems necessary.
tor shall be a civil executive officer.

Each deputy direc-

The Commission shall

determine the compensation of each deputy director.

The Director

shall supervise each deputy director's functions and activities.

S 8880.38

Deputy Director for Security

One of the deputy directors shall he responsible for a
security division to assure integrity, honesty, and fairness in
the operat5.on and administration of the California State Lottery,

-16-

including but not limited to, an examination of the
qualifications of all prospective employees, Lotterv Game
Retailers, and Lottery suppliers as defined in

§

8880.57.

The

Deputy Director for Security shall be qualified by training and
experience, includinq at least 5 years of law enforcement
experience, and shall have knowledge and experience in computer
security, to fulfill these responsibilities. The Deputy Director
for Security shall confer with thp. Attorney General or

hi~

designee as the Deputy Director for Security deems necessarv and
advisable to promote and ensure inteqrity, security, honesty, and
fairness of the operation and administration of the Lottery.

The

Deputy Director for Security shall report any alleged violation
of law to the appropriate law enforcement agency for further
investigation and action.

§ 8880.39

Coordination with Commission

The Director shall confer as frequently as necessary or
desirable, but not less than once every quarter, with the Commission, on the operation and administration of the Lottery. The
Director shall make available for inspection by the Commission,
upon request, all books, records, files and other information and
documents of the Lottery, advise the Commission and recommend
such matters as he deems necessary and advisable to improve the
operation and administration of the Lottery.

§

8880.40

Study of Lottery Systems;
Recommendations for Improvement
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The Director shall make an on-goinq st.udy of the
operation and the administration of the

lotteri~s

which may be in

operation in other states or countries, of available literature
on the subject, of Federal laws which may affect the operation of
the Lottery, and of the reaction of citizens of the State t.o
existing or proposed features in Lottery Games, with a view
toward recommending improvements that will tend to ser,re the
purposes of this Chapter.

The Director may make recommendations

to the Commission, Governor, and Legislature on any matters
concerning the secure and effir.ient operation and administration
of the lottery and the convenience of the purchasers of tickets
and shares.

§

8880.41

Acconntabilitv; Books and Records

The Director shall make and keep books and records
which accurately and fairly reflect each day's transactions,
including but not limited to, the distribution of tickets or
shares to Lottery Game Retailers, receipt of funds, prize claims,
prize disbursements or prizes liable to he paid, expenses and
other financial transactions of the Lottery necessary so as to
permit preparation of daily financial statements in conformity
with generally accepted accounting principles and maintain daily
accountability.

~

8880.42

Monthly Financial Reports

The Direct.or shall make a monthly

financi~l

report to

the Commission, the Governor, the Attorney General, the State
-18-

Controller, the State

Treasur~r

and the

L~gislature.

Such report

shall include a full and complete statement of Lottery revenues,
prize disbursements, expenses, net

revenu~s,

and other financial

transactions for the month.

§

8880.43

Independent Audit of Lottery Finances

The Director shall enqaqe an independent firm of
certified public accountants to conduct an annual audit of all
accounts and transactions of the Lottery.

The audit report shall

be presented to the Commission, the Governor, the State Controller, the state Treasurer, and the Legislature.

§

8880.44

Demoqraphic Study of Lotterv Players

After the first six months of sales to the public, the
Director shall engage an independent firm experienced in demographic analysis to conduct a special study which shall ascertain
the demographic characteristics of the players of each Lottery
Game, including but not limited to their income, age, sex,
education, and frequency of participation.

This report shall be

presented to the Commission, the Governor, the State Controller,
the State Treasurer, and the Legislature.

Similar

studi~s

shall

be conducted from time to time as determined by the Director.

§

8880.45

Study of the Effectiveness of Lotterv
Communications

After the first full year of sales to the public, the
Director shall engage an independent firm experienced in the
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analysis of advertising, promotion, public relations, incenti1Tes,
and other aspects of communications to conduct a special study of
the effectiveness of such communication activities and make
recommendations to the Commission on the future conduct and
future rate of expenditure for such activities.

This report

shall be presented to the Commission, the Governor, the State
Controller, and the State Treasurer.

Until the presentation of

such report and action by the Commission, the Commission shall
expend as close to

3~%

as practical of the projected sales of all

lottery tickets and shares for advertising, promotion, public
relations, incentives, and other aspects of communications.
Similar studies shall be conducted from time to time after the
first such study as determined by the Director.

~

8R80.46

Independent Audit of Lottery Security

After the first 9 months of sales to the public, the
Cowmission shall engagp. an independent firm experienced in
security procedures, including but not limited to computer
security and systems security, to conduct a comprehensive study
and evaluation of all aspects of security in the operation of the
lottery.

Such study shall include, but not be limited to,

personnel security, Lottery Game Retailer security, Lottery
Contractors security, security of manufacturing operations of
Lottery Contractors, secnrity against ticket counterfeiting and
alterations and other means of fraudently winning, security of
drawings, computer security, data communications security,
database security, systems security, lottery premises and
-/.0-

warehouse security, security in distribution, security involving
validation and payment procedures, security involving unclaimed
prizes, security aspects applicable to each particualr lottery
game, security against locating winners in lottery qames havinq
pre-printed winners, and any other aspects of securitv applicable
to the lottery and its operations.

The portion of the report

containg the overall evaluation of the Lottery in terms of each
aspect of security shall be presented to the Commission, the
Governor, the State Controller, the State Treasurer, and the
Legislature.

The portion of the report containing specific

recommendations shall be confidential and shall be presented only
to the Commission and the Governor.

Similar audits of security

shall be conducted biannually thereafter.

ARTICLE 5
Lotterv Game RetailerR
§

8880.47

Contracting with Lotterv Game Retailers

The Commission shall promulgate rules and requlations
specifying the terms and conditions for contracting with Lottery
Game Retailers so as to provide adequate and convenient availability of tickets or shares to prospective buyers of each
Lottery Game as appropriate for each such game.

§

88RO.48

Selection of Lottp.rv Game Retailers
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The Director shall, pursuant to this Chapter and the
rules and re9ulations of the Commission, select as Lottery Game
retailer such persons as he deems shall best serve the public
convenience and promote the sale of tickets or shares.
under the age of 18 shall be a Lottery Game Retailer.

No person
In the

selection of Lottery Game Retailers, the Director shall consider
factors such as financial responsibility, integrity, reputation,
accessibility of the place of business or activity to the public,
security of the premises, the sufficiency of existinq Lotterv
Game Retailers to serve the public convenience, and the projected
volume of the sales for the Lottery Game involved.
No person shall be a Lottery Game Retailer who is
engaged exclusively in the business of selling lottery tickets or
shares.

A person lawfully engaged in non-qovernmental business

on state property and an owner or lessee of an establishment
which sells alcoholic beverages may be selected as a Lotterv Game
Retailer.

Civic and fraternal organizations may be selected as a

Lottery Game Retailer.

The Director may contract with Lottery

Game Retailers on a seasonal or temporary basis.

§

8880.49

Non-Assignabilitv

The authority to act as a Lottery Game Retailer shall
not be assignable or transferable.

§

8880.50

Termination of Lotterv Game Retailer

The Commission shall promulqate rules and regulations
which shall prescribe the procedure by which a contract with a
-22-

Lottery Game Retailer may be terminated and the reasons for such
termination, including, but not limited to, instances where a
Lottery Game Retailer knowingly sells a ticket or share to any
person under the age of 18.

§

8880.51

Compensation for I.otterv Game :Petailers

Unless the Commission shall otherwise determinp., the
compensation paid to Lotterv Game Retailers shall be a minimum of
5% of the retail price of tickets or shares.

In addition, an

incentive bonus may be paid to such Lotterv Game Retailers based
on attainment of sales volume or other objectives as specified by
the Director for each Lottery Game.

In the case of a Lottery

Game Retailer whose rental payments for his premises are
contractually computed, in whole or in part, on the basis of a
percentage of his retail sales, and where such computation of his
retail sales is not explicitly defined to include sales of
tickets or shares in a state-operated lottery, the compensation
received by the Lottery Game Retailer from the Lottery shall be
deemed as the amount of the retail sale for purposes of computing
his rental payment.

§

8880.52

Sales to Minors

No tickets or shares in Lotterv Games shall be sold to
persons under the age of 18.

In the case of lottery tickets or

shares sold by Lottery Game Retailers or their employees, such
persons shall establish safeguards to assure that such sales are
not made to persons under the age of 18.
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In the case of sales of

tickets or shares sold by vending machines or other de,rices, the
Commission shall establish safeguards to help assure that such
vending machines or devices are not operated by persons under the
age of 18.

§

8880.53

Displav of Certificate of Authority

No lottery tickets or shares shall be sold by a Lottery
Game Retailer unless he has his certificate of authority to sell
lottery tickets or shares on display on his premises.

§

8880.54

Bonding

The Director may require a bond from any Lotterv Game
Retailer in ·an amount specified in the California State Lottery
rules and regulations or may purchase blanket bonds covering the
activities of selected Lottery Game Retailers.

§

8880.55

Lottery Game Retailer Payments

No payment by Lottery Game Retailers to the Lottery for
tickets or shares shall be in cash.

All such payments shall be

in the form of a check, bank draft, electronic fund transfer, or
other recorded financial instrument as determined by the
Director.

ARTICLE 6
Lottery Suppliers
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§

8880.56

Procurement

Notwithstanding 0ther provisions of law, the Director
may purchase or lease such goods and services as are necessary
for effectuating the purposes of this Chapter.

The Director may

not contract with any private party for the operation and
administration of the California State Lottery created by this
Chapter~

however, the foregoing shall not preclude procurements

which integrate functions such as game design, supply,
advertising, and public relations.

In all procurement decisions,

the Commission and Director shall take into account the
particularly sensitive nature of the California State Lottery and
shall act to promote and ensure integrity, security, honesty, and
fairness in·the operation and administration of the Lottery ann
the objective of raising net revenues for the benefit of the
public purpose described in this Chapter.

~

8880.57

Disclosures

In order to allow an evaluation of the competence,
integrity and character of potential suppliers to the California
State Lottery Commission, any person, corporation, trust,
association, partnership or joint venture (herein referred to as
a "supplier") \l7hich submits a bid, proposal or offer aR part of
procurement for a contract for any goods or services for the
California State Lottery

~hall

first disclose at the time of such

bid, proposal or offer to the Lottery:
(a)

The supplier's name ann address and, as applica-

ble, the name and address of thA following:
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(i)
If the supplier is a corporation, the
officers, directors, and each owner, directly or indirectly, of any equity security or other ownership
interest in such corporation; except that, in the case
of owners of publicly held equity securities of a
publicly traded corporation, only the names and
addresses of those known to the corporation to
beneficially own five percent or more of such publicly
held securities need be disclosed;
(ii)
If the supplier is a trust, the trustee and
all persons entitled to receive income or benefit from
the trust:
(iii)
If the supplier is an association, the
members, officers, and directors;
(iv)
If the supplier is a subsidiary, the
officers, directors, and stockholders of the parent
company thereof; except that, in the case of owners of
publicly held equity securities of a publicly traded
corporation, onlv the names and addresses of those
known to the corporation to beneficially own five
percent or nore of such publicly held securities need
be disclosed;
(v)
If the supplier is a partnership or joint
venture, all of the general partners, limited partners,
or joint venturers:
(vi)
If the parent company, general partner,
limited partner, or joint venturer of any supplier is
itself a corporation, trust, association, subsidiarY,
partnership, or joint venture, then all of the
information required herein shall be disclosed for such
other entities as if it were itself a supplier to the
end that full disclosure of ultimate ownership be
achieved:
(vii)
If the supplier proposes to subcontract any
substantial portion of the work to be performed to a
subcontractor, then all of the information required
herein shall be disclosed for such subcontractor as if
it were itself a supplier.
The persons or entities in (i) through (vii) above,
along with the supplier itself, shall hereinafter be referred to
as "applicants."
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(b)

A disclosure of all the states and jurisdictions

in which each applicant does business, and the nature of that
business for each such state or jurisdiction.
(c)

A disclosure of all the states and jurisdictions

in which each applicant has contracts to supply gaming goods or
services, including, but not limited to, lottery goods and
services, and the nature of the qoods or services involved for
each such state or jurisdiction.

(n)

A disclosure of all the states and jurisdictions

in which each applicant has applied for, has sought renewal of,
has received, has been denied, has pending, or has had revoked a
gaming license of any kind, and the disposition of such in each
such state or jurisdiction.

If any gaming license has not bp.en

renewed or any gaming license application has been either denied
or has remained pending for more then 6 months, all of the facts
and circumstances underlying this failure to receive a gaming
license must be disclosed.
(e)

A disclosurp. of the details of any conviction or

judgment of a state or Federal court of each applicant of any
gambling relatp.d offense or criminal offense other than traffic
violations.
(f)

A disclosure of the details of any bankruptcy,

insolvency, or reorganization, or any pending litigation of each
applicant.
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(g)

A disclosure for each applicant who is R natural

person of his employment, residence, educational, and military
history since the age of 18.
(h)

A disclosure consolidating all reportable informa-

tion on all reportable contributions by each applicant to any
local, state, or Federal political candidate or political
committee in the State of California for the past 5 years that is
reportable under any existing state or Federal law.
(i)

A disclosure of the identity of any entity with

which the applicant has a joint venture or other contractual
arrangement to supply any state or jurisdiction with gaming goods
or services, including but not limited to lottery goods or
services; including a disclosure with reqard to such entity of
all of the information requested under subparagraphs (a) through
(h) hereof.
(j)

In the instance of a procurement for the printing

of lottery tickets, for goods or services involving the receiving
or recording of number selections, or for goods or services
involving the determination of winners, an additional disclosure
consisting of the individual Federal and state income tax returns
for the past 3 years and a current individual financial statement
for each applicant who is a natural person, provided that the
disclosures provided in this subsection (j) shall be considered
confidential and will be transmitted directly to the Deputy
Director for Security and the Attornev Genp.ral of the State for
their review.
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(k)

Such additional disclosures and information as may

be appropriate for the procurement involved as determined by the
Director.
No contract with any supplier who has not complied with
the disclosure requirements described herein for each of its
applicants shall be entered into or be enforceable.

Any contract

with any Lottery Contractor who does not comply with such
requirements for maintaining the currency of such discl0sures
during the tenure of such contract as may be specified in such
contract may be terminated by the Commission.
This section shall be construed broadly and liberally
to achieve the end of full disclosure of all information
necessary to allow for a full and complete evaluation of the
competence, integrity, and character of potential suppliers to
the California State Lottery Commission.

§

S880.58

Compliance with Applicable Laws

Each Lottery Contractor shall perform its

con~ract

consistent with the laws of this State, Federal law, and laws of
the state or states in which such supplier is performinq or
producing, in whole or in part, any of the goods or services
contracted for hereunder.

§

8880.59

Performance Bond

Each supplier as described in

§

8880.57 (j) ,to whom an

award of contract is made shall post a performance bond: with the
Commission, using a surety acceptable to the Commission, in an
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amount equal to the full amount estimated to be paid annually to
the supplier under the contract.

§

8880.60

Contracts

Subject to the approval of the Commission, the Director
may directly solicit proposals or enter into contracts for the
purchase or lease of goods or services for effectuating the purpose
of this Chapter.

In awarding contracts in response to solicita-

tions for proposals conducted by the California State Lottery, the
Director shall award such contracts to the responsible supplier
submitting the lowest and best proposal which maximizes the benefits
to the State in relation to cost in the areas of security, competence, experience, timely performance and maximization of net
revenues to benefit the public purpose described in this Chapter.
All contracts entered into by the Director shall be subject to the
approval of the Commission.

ARTICLE 7
State Lottery Fund
§

8880.61

State Lottery Fund

A special fund to be known as the "State Lottery Fund"
is created within the State Treasury which is continuously
appropriated for carrying out the purposes of this Chapter.

The

fund shall receive all proceeds from the sales of lottery tickets
or shares, the temporary line of credit for initial start-up
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costs, and all other monies credited to the Lotterv from any
other Lottery-relatp.d source.

§

8880.62

Types of Disbursements from the
State Lottery Fund

Funds shall be disbursed from the State Lottery Fund by
the State Controller for any of the following purposes:
(a)

the payment of pri?es to the holders of valid

lottery tickets or shares,
(b)

expenses of thp. Lottery,

(c)

repayment of any funds advanced from the temporary

line of credit to the Commission from the State General Fund for
initial start-up costs and the interest on any such funds
advanced,
Cd)

transfer of funds from the State Lottp.ry Fund to

the benefit of the public purpose established in this Chapter.

§

8880.63

Prize Pavments

As nearly as practical, 50% of the total projected
revenue, computed on a year-round basis for each lottery game,
accruing from the sales of all lottery tickets or shares from
that lottery game shall be apportioned for payment of prizes.

§

8880.64

Expenses

Expenses of the Lottery shall include all costs incurred in the operation and administration of the Lotterv and all
costs resulting from any contracts entered into the for purchase
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or lease of goods and services required by the Lottery, including
but not limited to, the costs of supplies, materials, tickets,
independent audit services, independent studies, data
transmission, advertising, promotion, incentives, public
relations, communications, compensation paid to the Lottery Game
Retailers, bonding for lottery game retailers, printing,
distribution of tickets or shares, reimbursement of costs of
services provided to the California State Lottery by other
governmental entities, and for the costs for any other goods and
services necessary for effectuating the purposes of this Chapter.
No more than 16% of the total annual revenues accruing from the
sale of all lottery tickets and shares from all Lotterv Games
shall be expended for the payment of the expenses of the Lottery.

§ 8880.65

Transfer of Net Revenues

The funds remaining in the State Lottery Fund after
accrual of all revenues to the State Lottery Fund, and after
accrual of all obligations of the Lottery for prizes, expenses,
and the repayment of any funds advanced from the temporary line
of credit for initial start-up costs and interest thereon shall
be deemed to be the net

re~,enues

of the Lottery. The net revenues

of the Lottery shall be trRnsferred from the State Lottery Fund
periodically to the California State Lottery Education Fund.

§

8880.66

Intergovernmental Reimbursements
for Services
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The Commission shall reimburse all other governmental
entities for any and all services necessary to effectuate the
purpose of this Chapter provided by such governmental entities to
the State Lottery Commission.

§

8880.67 _ State Controller Audits

The State Controller shall conduct quarterly and annual
post-audits of all accounts and transactions of the Commission
and other special post-audits as the State Controller deems
necessary.

The Controller or his aqents conducting an audit

under this Chapter shall have access and authority to examine any
and all records of the

Commis~ion,

its distributing agencies,

Lottery Contractors, and Lottery Game Retailers.

ARTICLE 8
Miscellaneous
§

8880.68

Taxes

No State or local taxes shall be imposed upon the sale
of lottery tickets or shares of the California State Lottery or
any prize awarded by the California State Lottery.

§

8880.69

Preemption of Local Laws

It is the intent of this Chapter that all matters
related to the operation of the Lotterv as estahlished hereby be
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governed solely pursuant to this Chapter and be free from
regulation or legislation of local qovernments, includinq a city,
city and county, or county.

§

8880.70

Lawful Activity

Any other State or local law providing any penalty,
\

disability, restriction, or prohibition for the possession,
manufacture, transportation, distribution, advertising, or sale
of any lottery tickets or shares shall not apply to the tickets
or shores of the California State Lottery.

§

8880.71

Restrictions

No person shall be selected, appointed or hired to be a
Commissioner, Director, deputy director, or Commission employee
who has been convicted of a felony or any gambling - related
offense.

SEC.4
There is hereby established a temporary line of credit
to be drawn from the State General Fund to the State Lottery Fund
established by this Chapter in the amount of $16,500,000.00 which
is continuously appropriated for carrying out the purposes of
this Chapter.

This line of credit may be drawn upon by the

California State Lottery only during the twelve months after the
effective date of the Act ann 0nly for the purpose of financinq
the initial start-up of the Lottery. The Lotterv may draw upon
all or part of this temporary line of credit.
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Any funds advanced

from the temporary line of credit shall be repaid to the State
General Fund within twelve months of the advance of said funds.
In addition, interest shall be paid at an annual interest rate of
10% on funds advanced from the temporary line of credit commencing on the day funds are advanced.

SEC.5
No provision of this Act may be changed except to
further its purpose by a bill passed by a vote of two-thirds of
the membership of both houses of the Legislature and signed by
the Governor.

SEC.6
If any provision of this Act or the application thereof
to any person or circumstance is held invalid, such invalidity
shall not affect other provisions or applications of the Act
which can be given effect without the invalid provision or
application, and to this end the provisions of this Act are
severable.
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Barry Fadem
1770 Poplar Avenue
Walnut Creek, CA 94595

December 8, 1983

Honorable John Van de Kamp
Attorney General of California
555 Capitol Mall, Suite 550
Sacramento, California 95814
Attention:

Robert Burton
Deputy Attorney General

1~.

Dear Bob:
Pursuant to our telephone conversation of
today, enclosed please find a revised copy of the
proposed California State Lottery. Several technical
and non-substantive amendments have been made in the
proposed initiative.
To avoid any confusion from earlier drafts
circulating, I would greatly appreciate it if you
would return to me the original copy submitted to your
office yesterday.
I have enclosed a self-addressed
stamped envelope for that purpose.
Thank you for your consideration in this
matter. If there is any further information I can provide,
please do not hesitate to contact me.
Sincerely,

-

\:-- ; 6 . ' "';,,\;
.. '
,

C'·,)··:r.......
\,.\) . . ,

/

Barry Fadem
BF:ddl
Enclosures
cc:

Richard B. Maness
(w/enclosures)

,\

LAW OFFICES OF

BAGATELOS & FADEM
ATTonNEYS AT LAW
ONE MARITIME PLAZA
BARRY F'AOEM

PETER A. 6AGATELOS

SUITE 2S0q

TEL.EPHC~E

SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA 94111

~15} 352·'~O

December 20, 1983

Honorable John Van de Kamp
Attorney General of California
555 Capitol Mall, Suite 550
Sacramento, California 95814
Attention:

Mr. Robert Burton
Deputy Attorney General

Dear Mr. Attorney General:
As you are aware, I am the official proponent for the proposed
initiative constitutional amendment and statutory enactment which
would authorize and create the California State Lottery.
In reviewing the final draft that was submitted to your office
on December 8, 1983, I have discovered that two words were inadver~
tently omitted from the d9cument. Pursuant to Elections Code §3503
which perrnitstechnical, non-substantive amendments, I am hereby
requesting that the additional two words be added.
The missing two words should have been inserted in §8880.5
(Allocations for Education). The section should read:
The California State Lottery Educa.tion Fund is created within the State Treasury,and is continuously appropriated for
carrying out the purposes of this Chapter. The State Controller
shall draw warrants on this fund and distribute them periodically
in the following manner, provided that the payments specified
in subsections (a), . (b), (c), and (d) shall be equal per capita
amounts:
.
The two words underlined were the "'lords that "-lere inadvertently
omitted from the draft submitted to your office. To assist your
office in making this change, I have prepared a nm" page four, ".,hi-ch
correctly contains the language. If there is any further information
I can provide on this rnat·ter, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Sincerely,

BF: cvlk
Encl.

..

LAW OF'F"ICES OF"

BAGATELOS & FADEM
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
ONE MARITIME PLAZA

BARRY F"AOEM
PETER A. BAGATELOS

SUITE 2500

TEL..EPHC"'foe:

SAN F"RANCISCO. CALlF"ORNIA 94111

(415) 362-.""0

December 20, 1983

Honorable John Van de Kamp
Attorney General of California
555 Capitol Mall, Suite 550
Sacramento, California 95814
Attention:

Mr. Robert Burton
Deputy Attorney General

Dear Mr. Attorney General:
As you are aware, I am the official proponent for the proposed
initiative constitutional amendment and statutory enactment which
would authorize and create the California State Lottery.
In reviewing the final draft that was submitted to your office
on December 8, 1983, I have discovered that two words were inadvertently omitted from the document. Pursuant to Elections Code §3503
which permits technical, non-substantive amendments, I am hereby
requesting that the additional two words be added.
The missing two words should have been inserted in §8880.5
(Allocations for Education). The section should read:
The California State Lottery Education Fund is created within the State Treasury, and is continuously appropriated for
carrying out the purposes of this Chapter. The State Controller
shall draw warrants on this fund and distribute them periodically
in the following manner, provided that the payments specified
in subsections (a), (b) ~ (c), and (d) shall be equal per capita
amounts:
The two words underlined were the words that were inadvertently
omitted from the draft submitted to your office. To assist your
office in making this change, I have prepared a new page four, 'I..,hich
correctly contains the language. If there is any further information
I can provide on this matter, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Sincerely,

BF:cwk
Encl.

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA DO ENACT AS

SEC. 1.

FOLLO~~S:

This amendment shall be known as "The

California State Lottery Act of 1984."

SEC. 2.

The Constitution of the state is amended by

amending Section 19 of Article IV thereof, as follows:

SEC. 19

(a)

The Legislature has no power

to authorize lotteries and shall prohibit the sale
of lottery tickets in the State.
(b)

The Legislature may provide

for the regulation of horse races and horse race
meetings and wagering on the results.
(c)
(a) the

Lp.gi~lature

Notwithstanding subdivision
by statute may authorize

cities and counties to provide for bingo games,
but only for charitable purposes.
(d)

Notwithstanding subdivision

(a), there is authorized the establishment of a
California State Lottery.
(e)

The Leqislature has no power

to authorize, and shall prohibit casinos of the
type currently operatinq in Nevada and New Jersey.

SEC. 3.

Chapter 12.5 of Division 1 of Title '- is

added to the Government Code, to read:

ARTICLE 1
General Provisions and Definitions
§

8880

Citation of Chapter

This Chapter shall be known and ma v be cited as the
California State Lottery Act of 1984.

§

8880.1

Purpose and Intent

The People of the State of California declare that the
purpose of this Act is support for preservation of the riqhts,
liberties and welfare of the people by providing additional
monies to benefit education without the imposition of additional
or increased taxes.
The People of the State of California further declare
that it is their intent that the net revenues of the California
State Lottery shall not be used as substitute funds but rather
shall supplement the total amount of money allocated for public
education in California.

§

8880.2

Activities Not Affected

Except for the state-operated lottery established by
this Chapter, nothing in this Chapter shall he construed to
repeal or modify existing State law with respect to the prohibition of casino gamblinq, punch boards, slot machines, doq racinq,
video poker or blackiack machines payinq prizes, or any other
forms of gambling.
-7.-

§

8880.3

Prohibition on Use of State Funds

No appropriations, loans, or other transfer of State
funds shall be made to the California State Lottery Commission
except for a temporary line of credit for initial start-up costs
as provided in this Act.

~

8880.4

Allocation of Revenues

Not less than 84% of the total annual revenues from thp.
sale of state lottery tickets or shares shall he returned to the
public in the form of pri7.es and net revenup.s to benefit public
education.

50% of the total annual revenues shall be returned to

the public in the form of prizes as described in this Chapter and
at least 34% shall be allocated to the benefit of public education as specified in § 8880.5.

In addition, all unclaimed pri7.e

money shall revert to the benefit of public education as provided
for in

§

8880.32(e).

No more than 16% of the total annual

revenues shall be allocated for payment of expenses of the
Lottery as described in this Chapter.

To the extent that ex-

penses of the Lottery are less than 16% of the total annual
revenues, any surplus funds shall also be allocated to the
benefit of public education as specified in § 8880.5.

§

8880.5

Allocations for Education

The California State Lottery Education Fund is created
within the State Treasury, and is continuously appropriated for
carryinq out the purposes of this ChRpter.

The State~Controller

shall draw warrants on this fund and distribute them,periodically
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in the following manner, provided that the payments specified in
subsections Ca),
Ca)

(b),

(c), and (d) shall be equal amounts:

Pavments shall be made directly to public school

districts serving grades kingp-rgarten through 12, or any part
thereof, on the basis of an equal amount for each unit of average
daily attendance, as definp.d by law.
(b)

Payments shall also be made directly to public

school districts servinq community colleqp.s, on the basis of an
equal amount for each unit of average daily attendance, as
defined by law.
(c)

Payments shall also be made directly to thp. Board

of Trustees of the California State University and Colleqes on
the basis of an amount for each unit of equivalent full-time
enrollment.
Cd)

Payments shall also be made directly to the

Regents of the University of California on the basis of an amount
for e.ach unit of equivalent full-time enrollment.
It is the intent of this Chapter that all funds allocated from the California State Lottery Education Fund shall be
used exclusively for the education of pupils and students and no
funds shall be spent for acquisition of real propertv,
construction of facilities, financing of research or any other
non-instructional purpose.

§

8880.6

Other Statutory Provisions

-4-

~~..

.2/

,

in the follo\'ling manner, providp.d that the payments specified in
subsections (a),

"

(b),

(c), and (dJ shall be" equal per capita

amounts:
(a)

Payments shall be made directly to public school
...

districts serving grades klngerqarten through 12, or any part
thereof, on the basis of an equal amount for each unit of average
daily attendance, as defirted by law.
(b)

Payments shall also be made directly to public

school districts serving

co~~unity

colleges, on the basis of an

equal mnount for "each unit of average daily attendance, as
defined by len·,.
ec)

Payments shall also be made directly to the Board

of Trustees of the California State University and Colleges on
the basis of an amount for each unit of equivalent full-time
enrollment.
(d)

Payments shall also be made directly to the

Regents of the University of California on the basis of an ar.lount
for each unit of equivalent full-time enrollment.
It is the intent of this Chaptef that all funds allocated from the California State Lottery Education Fund shall be
used exclusively for the education of pupils and students and no

..

funds shall be spent for acquisition of real property,
construction of facilities, financing of research or any other
non-instructional purpose.
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It is 5pecificallv found that Penal Code Sections 320,
321, 322, 323, 324, 325, 326, and 328 shall not apply to the

California State Lotterv or its operations.

§

8880.7

Governing Definitions

The definitions contained in this Chapter shall govern
the construction of this Chapter unless the context requires
otherwise.

§

8880.8

"Lotterv" or "California State Lotterv"

"Lottery" or "California State Lottery" means the
California State Lottery created and operated pursuant to this
Chapter.

§

8880.9

"Commissioner"

"Commissioner" means one of the mem!)ers of the Lottery
Commission appointed by the Governor pursuant to this Chapter to
oversee the California State Lottery.

§

8880.10

"Director"

"Director" means the Director of the California State
Lottery appointed by the Governor pursuant to this Chapter as the
chief administrator of the California State Lottery.

§

8880.11

"Lotterv Commission" or "Commission"
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"Lottery Commission" or "Colmnission" mea.ns the five
members appointed by the Governor pursuant to this Chapter to
oversee the Lottery and the Director.

§

8880.12

"Lottery Game"

"Lottery Game" means any procedure authorized by the
Commission whereby prizes are distributed among persons who have
paid, or unconditionally agreed to pay, for tickets or shares
which provide the opportunity to win such prizes.

§

8880.13

"Lottery Game Retailer"

"Lottery Game Retailer" means a person with whom the
Lottery Commission may contract for the purpose of selling
tickets or shares in lottery games to the public.

§

8880.14

"Lottery Contractor"

"Lottery Contractor" means a person with whom the
Lottery has contracted for the purpose of providing goods and
services required by the Lottery.

ARTICLE 2
California State Lottery Commission
§

8880.15

Creation of Commission

The California state Lottery Commission is hereby
created in state government.
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§

(a)

8880.16

Membership; Appointmp.nt; Vacancies;
Political Affiliation; Removal

The Commission shall consist of five members

appointed by the Governor with the advice and consent of the
Senate.
(b)

The members shall be appointed for terms of five

years, except of those who are first appointed, one member shall
be appointed for a term of two years, one member shall be
appointed for a term of three years, one member shall be appointed for a term of four years, and two member shall be appointed
for a term of five years
(c)

All initial appointments shall be made within 30

days of the ·effective date of this Chapter.
(d)

Vacancies shall be filled within 30 davs by the

Governor, subject to the advice and consent of the Senate, for
the unexpired portion of the term in which they occur.
(e)

No more than three members of the Commission shall

be members of the same political party.
If}

The Governor may remove any Commissioner upon

notification to the Commission and the Secretary of State.

§

8880.17

Oualifications of Commissioners

At least one of the Commissioners shall have a minimum
of fivp. years

experi~nce

in law enforcement, and at least one of

the Commissioners shall be a certified public accountant.

§

8880.18

Compensation and Expenses
-7-

Commissioners shall be compensated at the rate of one
hundred dollars

(SI00)

for each day they are engaged in Commis-

sion business.

Commission members shall be reimbursed for actual

expenses incurred on Commission business, including necessary
travel expenses as determined by the State Board of Control.

S 8880.19

Annual Selection of Chairman

The Commission shall select annually from its membership a Chairman.

The Chairman shall have the power to convene

special meetings of the Commission upon forty-eight hours written
notice to members of the Commission.

S

8880.20

Meetings

Meetings of the Commission shall be open and public in
accordance with the Bagley-Keene Open Meeting Act,

cOIT~encing

with Section 11120 of Chapter 1 of Part 1 of Divi.sion of this
title.
~

8880.21

Quorum: Votinq

A quorum shall consist of a majority of the members of
the Commission then in office.

All decisions of the Commission

shall be made by a majority vote of the Commissioners present,
providing a quorum is present.
S 8880.22

Reports

The Commission shall make

quarterl~'

reports of the

operation of the·Lottery to the Governor, Attorney General, State
Controller, State Treasurer, and the Legislature.

Such reports

shall include a full and complete statement of Lottery revenues,
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prize disbursements, expensp.s, net revenues, and all other
financial transactions involving Lotterv funds.

§

8880.23

Appointmp.nt of Director; Removal

The Governor, with the advice and consent of the
Senate, shall appoint a Director within thirty days of the
effective day of this Chapter.

The Governor may remove the

Director upon notifica"tion to the Commission and the Secretary of
State.

The Director shall he responsible for manaqinq the"

affairs of the Commission.

The Director shall be qualified by

training and experience to direct the operations of a stateoperated lottery.

ARTICLE 3
Powers ann Duties of the Commission
§

8880.24

Powers and Duties of the Commission

The Commission shall exercise all pmV'ers necessary to
effectuate the purposes of this Chapter.

In all decisions, the

Commission shall take into account the particularly sensitive
nature of the California State Lottery and shall act to promote
and ensure integrity, security, honesty, and fairness in the
operation and administration of the Lottery.

~

8880.25

Initiation and Operation of the Lotterv

The Commission shall initiate operation of the Lottery
on a continuous basis at the earliest feasible and practical
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time.

Public sales of tickets or shares shall begin no later

than 135

day~

after the effective date of this Chapter.

Lottery shall be initiated and operated so as to

pro~uce

The
the

maximum amount of net revenues to benefit the public purpose
described in this Chapter.

§

8880.26

Exemption from Review by the Office of
Administrative Law

The provisions of Chapter 3.5 of Part 1 of Division 3
of Title 2 of the Government Code shall not be applicable to any
rule or regulation promulgated by the Commission in accordance
with the provisions of this Chapter.

§

8880.27

Meetings with the Director

The Commission shall meet with the Director not less
than once each quarter to make recommendations ann set policy, to
approve or reject reports of the Director and transact such other
business that may be properly brought before it.

§

8880.28

Limitations on Tvpes of Lottery Games

The Commission shall promulgate rules and requlations
specifying the types of Lottery Games to be conducted by the
Lottery, provided:

(a)

No Lottery Game may use the theme of binqo,

roulette, dice, baccarat, blackjack, Lucky 7's, draw poker, slot
machines, dog racinq, or horse racing.
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(b)

In Lottery Games utilizing tickets, each ticket in

such games shall bear a unique number distinguishing it :from
every other ticket in such

game~

and no name of an elected

official shall appear on such tickets.
(c)

In games utilizing computer terminals or other

devices, no coins or currency shall be dispenseo to players from
such computer terminals or devices.

§

8880.29

Numher and Value of Prizes

The Commission shall promulgate rules and requlations
which specify the number and value of prizes for winning tickets
or shares in each Lottery Game including, without limitation,
cash prizes r merchandise prizes, prizes consisting of deferred
payments or annuities, and prizes of tickets or shares in the
same Lottery Game or other games conducted by the Lottery,
provided:

(a)

In Lottery Games utilizing tickets, the overall

estimated odds of winning some prize or some cash prize as
appropriate for such Lottery Game shall be printed on each
ticket.
(h)

A detailed tabulation of the estimated number of

prizes of each particular prize denomination that are expected to
be awarded in each Lottery Game, or the estimated odds of winning
such prizes, shall be available at each location at which tickets
or shares in such Lottery Games are offered for sale
public.
-11-

~o

the

§

8880.30

Method for

Det~rmininq Winn~rs

The Commission shall promulgate rules and requlations
which specify the method for' determining \... inners in each Lottery
Game, provided:

(a)

No Lottery Game shall be based on the results of a

horse race.
(b)

If a Lottery Game utilizes a drawing of winning

numbers, a drawing among entries, or a drawing among finalists,
such drawings shall always be open to the public; such drawings
shall not be conducted by any employee of the Lottery; such
drawings shall be witnessed by an independent certified public
accountant; ·any equipment used in such drawings must be 5.nspected
by the independent certified public accountant and an

emplo~ree

of

the Lottery both before and after such drawings; and such
drawings and such inspections shall be recorded on both video and
audio tape.
(c)

It is the intent of this Cha,pter that the Commis-

sion may use any of a variety of existing or future methods or
technologies in determining winners.

§

8880.31

Sale Price of Tickets and Shares

The Commission shall promulgate rules and regulations
specifying the retail sales price for each ticket or share for
each Lottery Game, provided:
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(a)

No ticket or share shall be sold for more than the

retail sales price established by the Commission.
(b)

The retail

prlc~

of each ticket or share in anv

Lottery Game conducted by the Lottery shall be at least one
dollar, except to the extent of any discounts authorized by the
Commission.

§

8880.32

Validation and Pavment of Prizes

The Commission shall promulgate rules and requlations
to establish a system of

verifyin~

the

~7alidity

of prizes and to

effect payment of such prizes, provided:

fa)

For convenience of the public, Lotterv Game

Retailers may he authorized by the Commission to pay winners of
up to $600 after performing validation procedures on their
premises appropriate to the Lottery Game involved.
(b)

No prize may be paid arising from tickets or

shares that are stolen, counterfeit, altered, fraudulent,
unissued, produced or issued in error, unreadable, not received
or not recorded by the Lottery by applicable deadlines, lacking
in captions that confirm and agree with the lottery play symbols
required by the Lottery Game involved, or not in compliance ''lith
such additional specific rules and regulations and confidential
validation and security tests appropriate to the particular
Lottery Game.
(cl

No particular prize in any Lottery Game may be

paid more than once, and in the event of a binding determination
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that more than one claimant is entitled to a particular prize,
the sale remedy of such claimants is the award to each of them of
an equal share in the prize.
(d)

The Commission may specify that winners of less

than $25 claim such prizes from either the same Lottery Game
Retailer from whom it was purchased or from the Lotterv itself.
(e\

Players shall have the riqht to claim prize money

for 180 days after the drawing or the end of the
play in \'lhich the prize was ''Ion.

lotte~y

game or

The Commission may define

shorter time periods for eligibility for participation in, and
entry into, drawings involving entries or finalists.

If a valid

claim is not made for a prize directly payable by the Lottery
Commission "Tithin the period

applicable for that prize, the

unclaimed prize money shall revert to the benefit of the public
purpose described in this Chapter.
(f)

After the expiration of the claim period for

prizes for each Lotterv Game, the Commission shall make available
a detailed tabulation of the total number of tickets or shares
actually sold in a Lotttery Game and the total numher of prizes
of each prize denomination that were actually claimed and paid
directly by the Lottery Commission.
(g)

The right of anv person to a prize shall not be

assignable, except that payment of anv prizp. may be paid to the
estate of a deceased prize winner or to a person desiqnated
pursuant to an appropriate judicial order.

The Director, Commis-

sion, and State shall be discharqed of all further liahility upon
such payment of a prize pursuant to this subsection.
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(h)

A ticket or share shall not be purchasp.d by, and a

prize shall not be paid to, a member of the Commission or to any
officer or employee of the Commission or to any spouse, child,
brother, sister, or parent of such person.
(i)

No prize shall be paid to any person under the age

of 18.

§

8880.33

Distribution of Tickets and Shares

The Commission shall promulgate rules and regulations
specifying the manner of distribution, dissemination or sales of
lottery tickets or shares to Lottery Game Retailers or directly
to the public, and the incentives, if any, for Lottery employees,
if any, engaged in such distribution activities.
AR.TICLE 4
Powers and Duties of the Director
§

8880.34

Salary

The Director shall be compensated at the rate as
provided for in Government Code § 11550.5.

The Director shall

devote his entire time and attention to the duties of his office
and shall not be engaged in any other profession or occupation.

§

8880.35

Duties, Powers, and Jurisdiction

The Director shall,

subj~ct

to the approval of the

Commission, perform all duties, exercise all powers and jurisdiction, assume and discharge all responsibilities, and carry out
and effect all purposes of this Chapter.
-15-

The Director shall act

as Secretary of the Commission and Executive OfficAr of the
Lottery.

The Director shall supervise and administer the

operation of the Lottery in accordance with this Chapter and the
rules and regulations promulgated by the Commission.

In all

decisions, the Dirnctor shall take into account the particularly
sensitive nature of the California State Lottery and shall act to
promote and ensure integrity, security, honesty, and fnirness of
the operation and administration of the Lottery.

§

8880.36

Power to Hire

The Director shall hire, pursuant to the approval of
the

Co~nission,

such professional, cleri.cal, technical and

administrative personnel as may be necessary to carry out the
provisions of this Chapter.

§

8880.37

Deputy Directors

For the purpose of fulfilling his responsibilities, the
Director may appoint and prescribe the duties of no more than
four deputy directors as he deems necessary.
tor shall be a civil executive officer.

Each deputy direc-

The Commission shall

determine the compensation of each deputy director.

The Director

shall supervise each deputy director's functions and activities.

§

8880.38

Deputy Director for Securitv

One of the deputy directors shall be responsible for a
security division to assure integrity, honesty, and

f~irness

in

the operation and administration of the California State Lottery,
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including but not limited to, an

~xamination

of the

qualifications of all prospective employees, Lotterv Game
Retailers, and Lottery suppliers as defined in

§

8880.57.

The

Deputy Director for Security shall be qualified by training and
experience, includinq at least 5 years of law enforcement
experience, and shall have knowledge and experience in computer
security, to fulfill these responsibilities. The Deputy Director
for Security shall confer with the Attorney General or his
designee as the Deputy Director for Security deems necessary and
advisable to promote and ensure integrity, security, honesty, and
fairness of the operation and administration of the Lottery.

The

Deputy Director for Security shall report any alleged violation
of law to the appropriate law enforcement agency for further
investigation and action.

§

8880.39

Coordination with Commission

The Director shall confer as frequently as necessary or
desirable, but not less than once every quarter, vTith the Commission, on the operation and administration of the Lottery. The
Director shall make available for inspection by the Commission,
upon request, all books, records, files and other information and
documents of the Lottery, advise the

Co~~ission

and recommend

such matter.s as he deems necessary and advisable to improve the
operation and administration of the Lottery.

§

8880.40

Study of Lottery Systems:
Recommendations for Improvement
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The Director shall make an on-goinq study of the
operation and the administration of the lotteries Hhich may be in
operation in other states or countries, of available literature
on the subject, of Federal la\vs ",hich may affect the operation of
the Lottery, and of the reaction of citizens of the State to
existing or proposed features in Lottery Games, with a view
toward recommending improvements that will tend to serve the
purposes of this Chapter.

The Director may make recommendations

to the Commission, Governor, and Legislature on any matters
concerning the secure and efficient operation and administration
of the lottery and the convenience of the purchasers of tickets
and shares.

§

8880.41

AcconntabilitVi Books and Records

The Director shall make and keep books and records
which accurately and fairly reflect each day's transactions,
including but not limited to, the distribution of tickets or
shares to Lottery Game Retailers, receipt of funds, prize claims,
prize disbursements or prizes liable to he paid, expenses and
other financial transactions of the Lottery necessary so as to
permit preparation of daily financial statements in conformity
with generally accepted accounting principles and maintain daily
accountability.

S 8880.42

Monthly Financial Reports

The Direct.or shall make a monthly financi?l'report to
the Commission, the Governor, the Attorney General, the State
-18-

Controller, the State Treasurer and the Legislature.

Such report

shall include a full and complete statement of Lottery revenues,
pri7.e disbursements, expenses, net revenues, and other financial
transactions for the month.

§

8880.43

Independent Audit of Lottery Finances

The Director shall enqaqe an independent firm of
certified public accountants to conduct an annuQl audit of all
accounts and transactions of the Lottery.

The audit report shall

be presented to the Commission, the Governor, the State Controller, the State Treasurer, and the Legislature.

§

8880.44

Demoqraphic Study of Lotterv Players

After the first six months of sales to the public, the
Director shall engage an independent firm experienced in demographic analysis to conduct a special

stud~7

which shall ascertain

the demographic characteristics of the players of each Lottery
Game, including but not limited to their income, age, sex,
education, and frequency of participation.

This report shall be

presented to the Commission, the Governor, the State Controller,
the State Treasurer, and the Legislature.

Similar studies shall

be conducted from time to time as determined by the Director.

§

8880.45

Study of the Effectiveness of Lotterv
Communications

After the first full year of sales to the public, the
Director shall engage an independent firm e>:perienced in the
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analysis of advertising, promotion, public rp-lations, incentives,
and other aspects of communications to conduct R special study of
-the effectiveness of such communication activities and make
recommendations to the Commission on the future conduct and
future rate of expenditure for such activities.

This report

shall be presented to the Commission, the Governor, .the State
Controller, and the State Treasurer.

Until the presentation of

such report and action by the Commission, the Commission shall
expend as close to

3~%

as practical of the projected sales of all

lottery tickets and shares for advertising, promotion, public
relations, incentives, and other. aspects of communications.
Similar studies shall be conducted from time to time after the
first such study as determined by the Director.

~

BR80.46

Independent Audit of Lottery Security

After the first 9 months of sales to the public, the
Commission shall engage an independent firm experienced in
security procedures, including but not limited to computer
security and systems security, to conduct a comprehensive study
and evaluation of all aspects of security in the operation of the
lottery.

Such study shall include, but not be limited to,

personnel security, Lottery Game Retailer security, Lottery
Contractors security, security of manufacturing operations of
Lottery Contractors, security against ticket counterfeiting and
alterations and other means of fraudently winning, security of
drawings, computer security, data communications security,
database security, systems security, lottery premises and
-/.0-

warehouse security, security in distribution, security involvinq
validation and

pa~Tment

procedures, security involving unclaimed

prizes, security aspects applicable to each particualr lottery
game, security against locatinq winners in lottery qames havinq
pre-printed winners, and any other aspects of security applicable
to the lottery and its operations.

The portion of the report

containg the overall evaluation of the Lottery in terms of pach
aspect of security shall be presented to the Commission, the
Governor, the State Controller, the State Treasurer, and the
Legislature.

The portion of the report containinq specific

recommendations shall be confidential and shall be presented only
to the Commission and the Governor.

Similar audits of security

shall be conducted biannually thereafter.

ARTICLE 5
Lotterv Game RetailerR
§

8880.47

Contracting with Lottery Game Retailers

The Commission shall promulgate rules and requlations
specifying the terms and conditions for contractinq with Lottery
Game Retailers so as to provide adp.quate and convenient availability of tickets or shares to prospective buyers of each
Lottery Game as appropriate for each such qame.

§

88RO.48

Selection of Lottprv Game Retailers

-/,1-

The Director shall, pursuant to this Chapter and the
rules and regulations of the Commission, select as Lottery Game
retailer such persons as he deems shall best serve the public
convenience and promote the sale of tickets or shares.
under the age of 18 shall be a Lottery Game Retailer.

No person
In the

selection of Lottery Game Retailers, the Director shall consider
factors such as financial responsibility, integrity, reputation,
accessibility of the place of business or activity to the public,
security of the premises, the sufficiency of existinq Lotterv
Game Retailers to serve the public convenience, and the projected
volume of the sales for the Lottery Game involved.
No person shall be a Lottery Game Retailer who is
engaged exclusively in the business of selling lottery tickets or
shares.

A person lawfully engaged in non-governmental business

on state property and an owner or lessee of an establishment
which sells alcoholic beverages may be selected as a Lotterv Game
Retailer.

Civic and fraternal organizations may be selected as a

Lottery Game Retailer.

The Director may contract with Lottery

Game Retailers on a seasonal or temporary basis.

§

8880.49

Non-Assignabilitv

The authority to act as a Lottery Game Retailer shall
not be assignable or transferable.

§

8880.50

Termination of Lotterv Game Retailer

The Commission shall promulqate rules and requlations
which shall prescribe the procedure by which a contract with a
-22-

Lottery Game Retailer may be terminated and the reasons for such
termination, including, but not limited to, instances where a
Lottery Game

Retail~r

knowingly sells a ticket or share to any

person under the age of 18.

§

8880.51 . Compensation for I.ottery Game Retailers

Unless the Commission shall otherwise determinp., the
compensation paid to Lotterv Game Retailers shall bp. a minimum of
5% of the retail price of tickets or shares.

In addition, an

incentive bonus may be paid to such Lottery Game Retailers based
on attainment of sales volume or other objec·tives as specified bv
the Director for each Lottery Game.

In the case of a Lottery

Game Retailer whose rental payments for his premises are
contractually computed, in \oThole or in part, on the basis of a
percentage of his retail sales, and where such computation of his
retail sales is not explicitly defined to include sales of
tickets or shares in a state-operated lottery, the compensation
received by the Lottery Game Retailer from the Lottery shall be
deemed as the amount of the retail sale for purposes of computing
his rental payment.

§

8880.52

Sales to Minors

No tickets or shares in Lottery Games shall be sold to
persons under the age of 18.

In the case of lottery tickets or

shares sold by Lottery Game Retailers or their employees, such
persons shall establish safeguards to assure that such sales are
not made to persons under the age of 18.
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In the case of sales of

ticket~

or shares sold by vending machines or other devices, the

Commission shall establish safeguards to help assure that such
vending machines or devices are not operated by persons under the
age of 18.

§

8880.53 . Display of Certificate of Authority

No lottery tickets or shares shall be sold by a Lottery
Game Retailer unless he has his certificate of authority to sell
lottery tickets or shares on display on his premises.

§

8880.54

Bonding

The Director may require a bond from any

IJotter~T

Game

Retailer in ·an amount specified in the California State Lottery
rules and regulatioIls or may purchase blanket honds covering the
activities of selected Lottery Game Retailers.

§

B880. 55

IJotterv Game Retailer Payments

No payment by Lottery Game Retailers to the Lottery for
tickets or shares shall be in cash.

All such payments shall be

in the form of a check, bank draft, electronic fund transfer, or
other recorded financial instrument as determined by the
Director.

ARTICLE 6
Lotterv Suppliers
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§

8880.56

Procurement

Notwithstanding other provisions of law, the Director
may purchase or lease such goods and services as are necessary
for effectuating the purposes of this Chapter.

The Director may

not contract with any private party for the operation and
administration of the California State Lottery created by this
Chapter; however, the foregoing shall not preclude

procure~ents

which integrate functions such as game design, supply,
advertising, and public relations.

In all procurement decisions,

the Commission and Director shall take into account the
particularly sensitive nature of the California State Lottery and
shall act to promote and ensure integrity, security, honesty, and
fairness in -the operation and administration of the Lottery and
the objective of raising net revenues for the benefit of the
public purpose described in this Chapter.

§

8880.57

Disclosures

In order to allow an evaluation of the competence,
integrity and character of potential suppliers to the California
State Lottery Commission, any person, corporation, trust,
association, partnership or joint venture (herein referred to as
a "supplier") which submits a bid, proposal or offer as part of
procurement for a contract for any goods or services for the
California State Lottery shall first disclose at the time of such
bid, proposal or offer to the Lottery:
(a)

The supplier's name ani] address and,

ble, the name and address of the following:
-25-

B-S

applica-

(i)
If the supplier is a corporation, the
officers, directors, and each owner, directly or indirectly, of any equity security or other ownership
interest in such corporation1 except that, in the case
of owners of publicly held equity securities of a
publicly traded corporation, only the names and
addresses of those known to the corporation to
beneficially own five percent or more of such publicly
held securities need be disclosed:
(ii)
If the supplier is a trust, the trustee and
all persons entitled to receive income or benefit from
the trust:
(iii)
If the supplier is an association, the
members, officers, and directors;
(iv)
If the supplier is a subsidiary, the
officers, directors, and stockholders of the parent
companv thereof; except that, in the case of owners of
publicly held equity securities of a publicly traded
corporation, only the names and addresses of those
knmvn to the corporation to beneficially own five
percent or nore of such publicly held securities need
be disclosed:
(v)
If the supplier is a partnership or joint
venture, all of the general partners, limited partners,
or joint venturers:
(vi)
If the parent company, general partner,
limited partner, or joint venturer of any supplier is
itself a corporation, trust, association, subsidiary,
partnership, or joint venture, then all of the
information required herein shall be disclosed for such
other entities as if it were itself a supplier to the
end that full disclosure of ultimate ownership be
achieved;
(vii)
If the supplier proposes to subcontract any
substantial portion of the work to be performed to a
subcontractor, then all of the information required
herein shall be disclosed for such subcontractor as if
it were itself a supplier.
The persons or entities in (i) through (vii) above,
along with the supplier itself, shall hereinafter be referred to
as "applicants."
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(b)

A disclosure of all the states and jurisdictions

in which each applicant does business, and the nature of that
business for each such state or jurisdiction.
(c)

A disclosure of all the states and jurisdictions

in which each applicant has contracts to supply gaming qoods or
services, including, but not limited to, lottery goods and
services, and the nature of the goods or services involved for
each such state or jurisdiction.
(d)

A disclosure of all the states and jurisdictions

in which each applicant has applied for, has souqht renewal of,
has received, has been denied, has pending, or has had revoked a
gaming license of any kind, and the disposition of such in each
such state or jurisdiction.

If any gaming license has not been

renewed or any gaming license application has been either denied
or has remained pending for more then 6 months, all of the facts
and circumstances underlying this failure to receive a gaming
license must
(e)

b~

disclosed.
A disclosure of the details of any conviction or

judgment of a state or Federal court of each applicant of any
gambling related offense or criminal offense other than traffic
violations.
(f)

A disclosure of the details of any bankruptcy,

insolvency, or reorganization, or any pending litigation of each
applicant.
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(g)

A disclosure for each applicant who is a natural

person of his employment, residence, educational, and military
history since the age of lB.
fh)

A disclosure consolidating all reportable informa-

tion on all reportable contributions by each applicant to any
local, state, or Federal political candidate or political
committee in the State of California for the past 5 years that is
reportable under any existing state or Federal law.
(i)

A disclosure of the identity of any entity with

which the applicant has a joint venture or other contractual
arrangement to supply any state or jurisdiction with gaming qoods
or services, including but not limited to lottery goods or
services; including a disclosure with regard to such entity of
all of the information requested under subparagraphs fa) through
(h) hereof.
( J. l

In the instance of a procurement for the printing

of lottery tickets, for goods or services involving the receiving
or recording of number selections, or for goods or services
involving the determination of winners, an additional disclosure
consisting of the individual Federal and state income tax returns
for the past 3 years and a current individual financial statement
for each applicant who is a natural person, provided that the
disclosures provided in this SUbsection (j) shall be considered
confidential and will be transmitted directly to the Deputv
Director for Security and the Attorney Genp.ral of the State for
their review.
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(k)

~;l"

Such additional disclosurp.s and information,.:

be appropriate for the procurement involved as determined hv

t~e

Director.
No contract with any supplier \-lho has not

comp!li~:d

i,':i th

the disclosure requirements described herein for each ofrits
applicants shall be entered into or be enforceable •

An V-\. 'COt, t ·(,,<lct

with any Lottery Contractor who does not comply with such
requirements for maintaining the currency of such

disclOSlr~s

during the tenure of such contract as may be specified in
contract may be terminated by the Commission.
This section shall be construed broadly and liberally
to achieve the end of full disclosure of all information
necessary to allow for a full and complete evaluation of . •

'i,~

competence, integrity, and character of potential supplie,
the California State Lottery Commission.

§

8880.58

Compliance
with Applicable
Laws
....
.
.

Each Lottery Contractor shall perform its

contr:,'~t

consistent with the laws of this State, Federal law, and

1,~.'.·IS

cf

the state or states in which such supplier is performinqcr
producing, in ,",hole or in part, any of the goods or servi ,::>:3
contracted for hereunder.

§

8880.59

Performance Bond

Each supplier as described in

§

8880.57 tjl tc:

·.+if"::':

award of contract is made shall post a performance bond \.:i. ',:h

trle

Commission, using a surety acceptable to the Commission, i!1 2.n
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an

amount equal to the full amount estimated to be paid annually to
the supplier under the contract.

§ 8880.60

contracts

Subject to the approval of the Commission, the Director
may directly solicit proposals or enter into contracts for the
purchase or lease of goods or services for effectuating the purpose
of this Chapter.

In awarding contracts in response to solicita-

tions for proposals conducted by the California State Lottery, the
Director shall award such contracts to the responsible supplier
submitting the lowest and best proposal which maximizes the benefits
to the State in relation to cost in the areas of security, competence, experience, timely performance and maximization of net
revenues to benefit the public purpose described in this Chapter.
All contracts entered into by the Director shall be subject to the
approval of the Commission.

AR'fICLE 7
State Lottery Fund
§

8880.61

State Lottery Fund

A special fund to be known as the "State Lottery Fund"
is created within the State Treasury which is continuously
appropriated for carrying out the purposes of this Chapter.

The

fund shall receive all proceeds from the sales of lottery tickets
or shares, the temporary line of credit for initial start-up
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costs, and all other monies credited to the Lotterv from any
other Lottery-related source.

§

8880.62

Tvpes of Disbursements from the
State Lottery Fund

Funds shall" be disbursed from the State Lottery Fund by
the State Controller for any of the following purposes:
Cal

the payment of prizes to the holde"rs of valid

lottery tickets or shares,
(b)

expenses of the Lottery,

Cc)

repayment of any funds advanced from the temporary

line of credit to the Commission from the State General Fund for
initial start-up costs and the interest on any such funds
advanced,
(d)

transfer of funds from the State Lottery Fund to

the benefit of the public purpose established in this Chapter.

§

8880.63

Prize Payments

As nearly as practical, 50% of the total projected
revenue, computed on a year-round basis for each lottery gaMe,
accruing from the sales of all lottery tickets or shares from
that lottery game shall be apportioned for payment of prizes.

§

8880.64

Expenses

Expenses of the Lottery shall include all costs incurred in the operation and administration of the Lot-terv and all
costs resulting from any contracts entered into the for purchase
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or lease of goods and services required by the Lottery, including
but not limited to, the costs of supplies, materials, tickets,
independent audit services, independent studies, data
transmission, advertising, promotion, incentives, public
relations, communications, compensation paid to the Lottery Game
Retailers, bonding for lottery game retailers, printing,
distribution of tickets or shares, reimbursement of costs of
services provided to the California State Lottery by other
governmental entities, and for the costs for any other goods and
services necessary for effectuating the purposes of this Chapter.
No more than 16% of the total annual revenues accruing from the
sale of all lottery tickets and shares from all I,otterv Games
shall be expended for the payment of the expenses of the Lottery.

§

8880.65

Transfer of Net Revenues

The funds remaining in the State Lottery Fund after
accrual of all revenues to the State Lottery Fund, and after
accrual of all obligations of the Lottery for prizes, expenses,
and the repayment of any funds advancen from the temporary line
of credit for initial start-up costs and interest thereon shall
be deemed to be the net revenues of the Lottery. The net revenues
of the Lottery shall be transferred from the State Lottery Fund
periodically to the California State Lottery Education Fund.

§

8880.66

Intergovernmental Reimbursements
for Services
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The Commission shall reimburse all other govf>rnmental
entities for any and all services necessary to effectuate the
purpose of this Chapter provided by such governmental entities to
the State Lottery Commission.

§

8880.67 . State Controller Audits

The State Controller shall conduct quarterly and annual
post-audits of all a.ccounts and transactions of the Commission
and other special post-audits as the State Controller deems
necessary.

The Controller or his agents conducting an audit

under this Chapter shall have access and authority to examine any
and all records of the CommisBion, its distributing aqencies,
Lottery Contractors, and Lottery Game Retailers.

ARTICLE 8
Miscellaneous
§

8880.6B

Taxes

No State or local taxes shall be imposed upon the sale
of lottery tickets or shares of the California State Lottery or
any prize awarded by the California State Lottery.

§

8880.69

Preemption of Local l.a'·lS

It is the intent of this Chapter that all matters
related to the operation of the Lottery as estahlished hereby be
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governed solp.ly pursuant to this Chapter and be free from
regulation or legislation of local governments, includinq a city,
city and county, or county.

§

8880.70

~awful

Activity

Any other State or local law providing any penalty,
\

disability, restriction, or prohibition for the possession,
manufacture, transportation, distribution, advertising, or sale
of any lottery tickets or shares shall not apply to the tickets
or shares of the California State Lottery.

§

8880.71

Restrictions

No person shall be selected, appointed or hired to be a
Commissioner, Director, deputy director, or

Corr~ission

employee

who has been convicted of a felony or any gambling - related
offense.

SEC.4
There is hereby established a

temporar~1

line of credit

to be drawn from the State General Fund to the State Lottery Fund
established by this Cha.pter in the amount of $16,500,000.00 which
is continuously appropriated for carrying out the purposes of
this Chapter.

This line of credit may be drawn upon by the

California State Lottery only during the twelve months after the
effective date of the Act ann nnly for the purpose of financing
the initial start-up of the Lottery. The Lottery may draw upon
all or part of this temporary line of credit.
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Any funds advanced

r

from the temporary line of credit shall be repaid to the State
General Fund within twelve months of the advance of said funds.
In addition, interest shall be paid at an annual interest rate of
10% on funds advanced from the temporary line of credit commencing on the day funds are advanced.

SEC.5
No provision of this Act may be changed except to
further its purpose by a bill passed by a vote of two-thirds of
the membership of both houses of the Legislature and siqned by
the Governor.

SEC.6
If any provision of this Act or the application thereof
to any person or circumstance is held invalid, such invalidity
shall not affect other provisions or applications of the Act
which can be given effect without the invalid provision or
application, and to this end the provisions of this Act are
severable.
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Office of the Secretary of State
March Fong Eu

1230

J Street

Sacramento, California 95814

Elections Division
(916) 445-M20

June 25, 1984

TO ALL COUNTY CLERKS/REGISTRARS OF VOTERS
Pursuant to Section 3523 of the Elections Code, I hereby certify
that on June 22, 1984, the certificates received from the County
Clerks or Registrars of Voters by the Secretary of State established
that the Initiative Constitutional Amendment and Statutes, STATE
LOTTERY, has been signed by the requisite number of qualified electors
needed to declare the petition sufficient. The STATE LOTTERY
INITIATIVE is, therefore, qualified for the November 6, 1984 General
Election.
STATE LOTTERY. INITIATIVE CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENT AND STATUTES. Amends constitution to
authorize establishment of a state lottery and to
prohibit casinos. Adds statutes providing for
establishment of a state-operated lottery. Of
the total lottery revenues, requires that 50% be
returned as prizes, not more than 16% be used for
expenses, and at least 34% be used for public
education. Requires that equal amounts of tbe
funds for education be distributed to kindergarten through 12 districts, oommunity oollege
districts, State University and Colleges, and
University of California. Contains a number of
specific provisions concerning the operation and
administration of lotteries and funds. Summary
of estimate by Legislative Analyst and Director
of Finance of fiscal impact on state and local
governments: Adoption of this measure could
result in a major increase in revenues for public
education during its first year of operation.
When the lottery is fully operational, these
revenue increases for public education could
range from $375 million to $500 million annually.
Sinoerely,

VL~~~
MFE/lds

~~M)
-.
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Contact:

For Immediate Release
January 19, 1984
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"

~,'

".. ..... ~..

', . '

;., ,..~

"

Caren Daniels

SACRAMENTO -- Citing the importance of additional funding for education without increasing taxes, a Walnut Creek attorney has launched an
initiative drive to establish a state lottery in California, Secretary
of State March Fong Eu announced today (Jan. 19).
Barry Fadem is spearheading the drive to qualify "State Lottery," a
constitutional amendment which requires 630,136 signatures of registered
All signatures must be submitted

to elections officials by June 18; however, should proponent Fadem wish
to qualify his measure for the November 6 general election ballot, all
signatures should be filed before May

to allow sufficient time for the

full signature verification process.
If approved by the voters, the measure would establish a state lottery
administered by a five-member lottery commission appointed by the governor.

Of the total revenues of the lottery, 50% would be returned as

prizes, not more than 16% would be used for expenses, and no less than
34% would be .used to augment funds for public education.

Equal payments

from the California State Lottery Education Fund would be made periodically to school districts serving grades kindergarten through 12, the
community college districts, the State University and Colleges, and the
University of California.

The measure further would prohibit casinos

or any other forms of gambling in California.
This is the thirteenth attempt to qualify a lottery initiative for
the ballot.

Only one previous attempt has qualified:

Prop. 16 in 1964

which was rejected by the voters.
Proponent Fadem can be contacted at (415) 362-1940.
A copy of the initiative, its title and summary and circulation
calendar is attached.
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LOTTERY INITIATIVE ENTERS CIRCULATION, REPORTS EU

voters to earn a spot on the ballot.
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#0343
Office of the Secretary of State
March Fong Eu

1230 J Street
Sacramento, California

95814

Elections Division
(916) 445-0820

June 1, 1984

TO:

REGISTRARS OF VOTERS OR COUNTY CLERKS

FRGr1:

I

--:;<~~//
auch'e::.q}t-<~

BARBARA J.
E
ELECTIONS NALYST

Barry Fadem, the proponent of the STATE LOTTERY INITIATIVE,
has filed more than the required number of 630,136
signatures with the counties.
Therefore, pursuant to Elections Code section 3520(d), you
must verify 500 signatures or five percent of the number
of signatures filed, whichever is the greater number.
Enclosed is a set of random numbers generated for your
county.
The use of these sheets will ensure that you
verify the correct number of signatures.
You have 15 days from the date you receive this notification
to finish your verification. Please certify the count of the
number of valid signatures on the enclosed certificate, and
attach a blank copy of the petition section to the certificate.
If you have any questions, please call me at the above
number.
BJL/da
Enclosure

#0343
Office of the Secretary of State
March Fong Eu

1230 J Street
Sacramento, California 95814

Elections Division
(916) 445-0820

June 1, 1984

TO:
FROM:

Barry Fadem, the proponent of the STATE LOTTERY INITIATIVE,
has filed more than 630,136 signatures with the counties.
Therefore, pursuant to Elections Code section 3520(d), you
must verify five percent of the number of signatures filed.
You have 15 days from June 1, 1984, the date you were
notified by phone, to finish your verification.
Please
certify the count of the number of valid signatures on the
enclosed certificate, and attach a blank copy of the petition
section to the certificate.
If you have any questions, please call me at the above number.
BJL/da
Enclosure

#0343
Office of the Secretary of State
March Fong Eu

1230 J Street
Sacramento, California

95814

Elections Division
(916) 445-0820

June 1, 1984

TO:

REGISTRARS OF VOTERS OR COUNTY CLERKS

FROM:

Barry Fadem, the proponent of the STATE LOTTERY INITIATIVE,
has filed more than the required number of 630,136
signatures with the counties.
Therefore, pursuant to Elections Code section 3520(d), you
must verify all the signatures filed with you and certify
the count of the number of valid signatures.
You have 15 days from the date you receive this notification
to finish your verification. Please certify the count of
valid signatures on the enclosed certificate, and attach a
blank copy of the petition section to the certificate.
If you have any questions, please call me at the above
number.
BJL/da
Enclosure

Office of the Secretary of State
March Fong Eu

1230 J Street

Sacramento, California 95814

Elections Division
(916) 445-0820

June 25, 1984

Mr. Darryl White
Secretary of the Senate
State Capitol, Room 3045
Sacramento, CA 95814
Dear Mr. White:
Pursuant to Section 3523.1 of the Elections Code, as added by SB 1412
(Chapter 642, Statutes of 1980), I am hereby transmitting to you (2)
copies of the initiative entitled: STATE LOTTERY. INITIATIVE
CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT AND STATUTES. This initiative has qualified
for the November 6, 1984 General Election.
Sincerely,

VhMcA~~
MARCH FONG EU
MFE/lds
enclosure

7'elephone: 445-3614

JAMES D, DRISCOLL
CHIEF CLERK

July 9, 1984

March Fong Eu
Secretary of state
1230 J Street:
Sacramento, CA 95814
Dear r-larch:
This is to acknowledge receipt of your letters, dated
June 25, 1984, transmitting copies of initiatives
entitled: "State Lottery. Initiative Constitutional
Amendment~and Statutes" and "Reapportionment. Initiative
Constitutional Amendment and Statute" {Pursuant to
Section 3523.1, Elections Code}.
Your communication has been presented to the Assembly
and referred to the Committee on Elections, Reapportionment,
and Constitutional Amendments (See Assembly Journal for
July 3, 1984, Page 17763).
Sincerely,

D. DRISCOLL,
Clerk
JDD:pc

.~

JOlIN K. V,\S DE KAMP

Statc of California

.-\ttornl'Y General

DEP.-\RTMENT OF ]("STICE
1.51.:> K STREET, Sl'ITF. 51l

January 18,' 1984

Barry Fadem
1770 Poplar Avenue
~valnut Creek, California

Re:

S:\CR"\'~IESTO

9:;.514
(916' 44,5-935,5

94595

Initiative Title and Summary.
Subject: State Lottery
Our File No. SA83RF0038

Pursuant to your request, we have prepared the attached
title and summary of the chief purposes and points of the
above identified proposed initiative. A copy of our letter
to the Secretary of State, as required by Elections Code
sections 3503 and 3513, our declaration of mailing, and the
text of your proposal tha~ was considered is attached.

-

-

.

The Secretary of State will be sending your shortly a copy
of the circulating and filing schedule for your proposal
that. will be issued by that office.
Please send us a copy of the petition after you have i.t
printed. This copy is not for our review or approval, but
to supplement our file in this matter.
Very truly yours,
JOHN K. VAN DE KAMP
Attorney General

Robert Burton
Deputy Attorney General
Attachment

(RF-9. 6/83)

DECLARATION OF MAILING
The' uriders igned Declarant, states as follows:
I am over the age of 18 years and not a proponent
of the within matter; my place of employment and business
address is 1515 K Street, Suite 511, Sacramento, California
95814.
On the date shown below, I mailed a copy or copies
of the attached letter to the proponents, by placing a true
copy thereof in an envelope addressed to the proponents
named below at the addresses indicated, and by sealing and
depositing said envelope or envelopes in the United States
mail at Sacramento, California, with postage prepaid. There
is delivery service by United States mail at each of the
places so addressed, or there is regular communication by
mail between the place of mailing and each of the places so
addressed.
Date of Mailing:

'January 18, 1984

Subj ect:

Stat:e Lottery

Our File No.:

SA83RF0038

Name of Proponent(s) and Address(es):
BARRY FADEM
1770 Poplar Avenue
Walnut Creek, California

94595

I declare under penalty of perjury that the
foregoing is true and correct.
Executed at Sacramento, California on January 18, 1984.
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Office of the Secretary of State
~Iarch Fong Eu

1230 J Street
Sacramento, California 95814

Elections Division
(916) 445-0820

June 25, 1984

Mr. James Driscoll
Office of the Chief Clerk
State Capitol, ROOD 3194
Sacramento, CA 95614
Dear Mr. Driscoll:
Pursuant to Sectio~ 3523.1 of the Elections Code as added by SB 1412
(Chapter 642, Statutes of 1980), I am hereby transmitting to you two
(2) copies of the initiative entitled: STATE LOTTERY. INITIATIVE
CONSTITUTIONAL N·rE~DMENT AND STATUTES. This initiative has qualified
for the November 6, 1984 General Election.
Sincerely,

MFE/lds
enclosures

